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nested transaction model [15], originally
introduced to increase transaction reliability in
distributed systems, proved to be more
appropriate for these new
applications.
Transactions in advanced database applications are
characterized of being long and complex [11, 12].
The conventional flat transaction model cannot
support all the requirements of these advanced
applications [3, 4, 10, 20]. The basic nested
transaction model, [15], has been extended and
several new models have been introduced. The
nested transaction model and its extensions are
currently the basic models for several advanced
database systems. The transaction model
underlying workflow systems is the nested
transaction model [19]. As well, transactions in
mobile databases are nested transactions [5, 14].
At the data model level, transactions in the
object-oriented model are nested. A method
applied on an object may invoke another method
constituting a hierarchy of method invocations
[8].

Abstract
The nested transaction model was introduced to
satisfy the requirements of advanced database
applications. Moreover, it is currently the basic
transaction model for new databases like
workflow systems, mobile databases, and objectrelational databases. Though there are several
performance evaluation studies of different
concurrency control mechanisms in nested
transactions, effects of transaction parameters on
the overall system performance have not received
any attention. In this paper, we study the effects
of transactions characteristics on system
performance. We developed a detailed simulation
model and conducted several experiments to
measure the impact of transactions characteristics
on the performance. First, the effect of the number
of leaves on the performance of nested
transactions is investigated under different
shaping parameters. Also, effects of the depth of
the transaction tree on the system performance are
investigated.

A nested transaction is a hierarchy of
subtransactions, where each subtransaction may
contain other subtransactions, or contain the
atomic database operations read and write. In
other words, a nested transaction is a collection of
subtransactions that are composed together to
form one whole atomic unit of execution [9, 15].
A nested transaction is represented as a tree, called
transaction tree. In the basic nested transaction
model and the basic two-phase locking [15], only
leaves of the transaction tree can perform read and
write operations. Each leaf subtransaction is
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1. Introduction
Since the mid 80’s database applications have
changed from the traditional record-keeping
applications to more advanced and complex
applications, like computer aided design (CAD)
systems and office information systems. The
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viewed as a normal flat transaction in the system.
The leaves are executed independently. Inner
subtransactions cannot request any lock on any
data item. Non-leaf subtransactions only organize
the control flow and determine when to invoke
subtransactions.

model and the two-phase locking mechanism for
nested transactions. Section 3 introduces the
performance model, which includes database
model, the transaction model, the system model,
and the experimental settings are introduced.
Section 4 gives simulation results of measuring
the different transaction characteristics on
system’s performance. Section 5 is conclusion
and future work.

To understand the functionality and behavior of
advanced database systems and applications it is
crucial to get deep understanding of different
parameters that affect the performance of systems
based on nested transactions. In a recent survey on
the advancement in nested transactions research,
[13], it is pointed out that the impact of
simulation parameters on the performance of
nested
transaction
concurrency
control
mechanisms has not received enough research
attention. In this paper we investigate the
performance effects of the transaction shaping
characteristics on the performance of the twophase locking mechanism. The examined
characteristics are the number of levels and the
number of leaves in a nested transaction..

2. The Nested Transaction Model
In this section, we review the basic nested
transaction model, as well as the basic two-phase
locking concurrency control mechanism for nested
transactions as introduced by Moss [15].
2.1 Basic Concepts
A nested transaction is represented as a tree
structure where the root of the tree is the main
transaction consisting of a number of
subtransactions. Each subtransaction can in turn
be a nested transaction. Only the leaves of the
transaction can access data objects. That is, only
leaves can ask for locks on data objects. The root
of a transaction tree is assumed to be at level 1.
The distance between two vertices i and j in a
tree, d(i, j), is defined as the number of edges in
the path from i to j. The level of a node n is the
distance d(r, n) + 1, where r is the root of the
tree. The ancestors of a node n are the set of
vertices in the path from n to the root. The parent,
an, of a node n is the ancestor of n such that
d(an, n) is equal to one.

It can be seen that the leaves are the main parts in
the basic nested transaction model, since they
request locks on and process database items.
Hence, it is expected that the performance effect of
the number of leaves is significant. The number
of internal subtransactions in a nested transaction
depends mainly on the depth of the transaction.
Thus, we also expect that the number of levels
affects the performance of nested transactions. In
this paper we aim to study the performance effects
of these two shaping characteristics. The
importance of defining the performance effects of
these parameters is to give designers of nested
transactions some hints in order to improve the
system performance. We present a detailed
simulation model and results of several
experiments that measure the effects of these
transaction parameters. It is shown that increasing
the number of leaves improves the system’s
performance as it increases the concurrency level
in the system. Though, however, for high level of
data contention there is a limit where increasing
the number of leaves beyond this limit may cause
performance degradation. It is also shown that at
high multi-programming levels, the effect of the
number of levels on system’s performance is
insignificant. Details of these results are in
Section 4.

2.2
Two-Phase
Transactions

Locking

for

Nested

The work in [15] extended the traditional twophase locking mechanism to synchronize nested
transactions. The mechanism can be summarized
as follows:
1. A transaction may hold a lock in WRITE
mode if all other transactions holding the
lock (in any mode) are ancestors of the
requesting transaction.
2. A transaction may hold a lock in READ
mode if all transactions holding the lock in
write mode are ancestors of the requesting
transaction.
3. When a transaction aborts, all its locks, both
read and write, are discarded. If any of its

The paper is organized as follows. The next
section introduces the basic nested transaction
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ancestors hold the same lock, they continue
to do so, in the same mode as before abort.
4. When a transaction commits, all its locks,
both read and write, are inherited by its
parent (if any). That is, the parent holds each
of the locks, in the same mode as the child
held them.

design systems where designers generate their
transactions independently. Moreover, in such
systems subtransactions in the same transaction
tree do not arrive to the system at the same time.
Note that if the value of the parameter
leaf_ext_think_time is zero all the leaves of the
transaction tree arrive to the system at the same
time, though, however, they are granted the locks
in a random and independent order.

Deadlocks may arise when using the basic twophase locking mechanism. In case of nested
transactions two types of deadlocks may occur,
intra-transaction deadlocks and inter-transaction
deadlocks. Inter-transaction deadlocks arise
between two nested transactions (a situation
similar to deadlocks in flat transactions) and intratransaction
deadlocks
arise
between
subtransactions in the same nested transaction.

A terminal can only have one pending transaction
tree. However, it can have more than one pending
leaf that belongs to its transaction tree in the
system. The shape of the generated transaction
tree is determined by the simulation parameters
shown in Table 1. The model is capable of
generating transaction trees with same or different
shapes. The shapes of the trees can be specific or
random. This is determined according to the input
shape related parameters.

3 Performance Model
The performance model of a nested transaction
system has three components: the database model,
the user transactions model, and the system
model.

Shape Parameter
max_levels

Meaning
maximum depth of a
generated transaction tree
min_levels
minimum depth of a
generated transaction tree
max_child_node maximum
number
of
children per a non leaf
node
min_child_node
minimum
number
of
children per a non leaf
node
Table 1 The Transaction Shape Simulation
Parameters

3.1 The database model
The database is modeled as a group of data items
where the locking granularity is a page. A data
item is the unit of accessing or processing. The
database is of size db_size, which is a simulation
parameter. The data items are chosen uniformly
between 1 to db_size. In all experiments there is
no replacement in choosing items for every
subtransaction leaf.
The database model is
centralized.

3.3 The system model

3.2 The user transaction model
Users are modeled by a fixed number of terminals
that generate transaction trees. The time between
the completion of one transaction tree and the
submission of another transaction tree from the
same terminal is exponentially distributed with
mean trans_ext_think_time.

The system model consists of the disk and CPU.
Service times at the disk and CPU are
deterministic and are given by io_obj for reading
or writing a data item and cpu_obj for processing
a data item. An item needs to be read from the
disk if it is not held by a superior of the
requesting leaf. The cpu_obj time is needed to
process an item locked in read or write mode. An
item locked in write mode needs time io_obj to
write the deferred update at commit time.

The leaves of an active transaction tree arrive
independently to the system with respect to the
time at which their transaction tree became active.
The time between the arrival of any leaf to the
system and the activation of its transaction tree is
exponentially
distributed
with
mean
leaf_ext_think_time. This scenario is suitable for
modeling nested transactions in computer-aided

The simulation model, shown in Figure 1, is
based on the ones in [1, 2] with special
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provisions to accommodate the implementation of
the nested two-phase locking (N2PL) protocol.
The model represents a closed queuing system of
a centralized database management system. The
model consists of N terminals, which represent
the users that generate the trees. The maximum
number
of
active
transaction
trees
(multiprogramming level) allowed in the system
is defined by simulation parameter max_mpl. A
transaction tree is considered to be active if it has
at least one active leaf . A subtransaction is
considered to be active if it is receiving service,

blocked, or waiting in the queues of the scheduler
or disk. We do not control the number of active
leaves in the system. The parameter max_mpl
along
with
other
parameters
such
trans_ext_think_time,
trans_size,
and
leaf_ext_think_time control the system load.
When a transaction tree is generated from a
terminal and the number of active transaction trees
in the system is max_mpl, the new transaction
tree is delayed in the ready queue waiting for an
active transaction tree to commit.

Terminals

.
.
.

Delay
Update Queue

Update

Restart

CC Queue
Commit
CC
Blocking Queues

Access
Block

CPU

Disk Queue

Active Trasnaction Trees

Ready Queue

CPU

CPU

Figure 1 The Logical Queuing Model

scheduler or the concurrency control manager is
responsible for granting or blocking the requests
according to the N2PL concurrency control
protocol and the status of the database items. If
the request is blocked, it is inserted in the waiting
list of the requested item. The blocked leaf waits
until it is aborted due to deadlock resolution or is
granted the lock. A blocked leaf in a transaction
tree may be granted the lock due to the
commitment of either another transaction tree or a
leaf in the same transaction tree. Whenever a

When a transaction tree becomes active, its leaves
enter the system randomly and independently
with rate 1/leaf_ext_think_time with respect to the
arrival of the transaction tree. A new leaf in the
system starts its first concurrency control request
at the scheduler. The leaves make their lock
requests on an item-by-item basis. According to
this method, when a lock is granted and the data
item is processed, the leaf can request its next
item after a mean time int_req_think_time. The
4

request is blocked, the concurrency control
manager invokes the deadlock detection
procedure.

memory. Therefore, the granted leaf can realize
any uncommitted changes internal to the
transaction tree. Hence, if a leaf is granted a lock
from a superior, it does not enter the disk queue.
This is compatible with the CAD model
introduced in [11], where the operation of
accessing of a data item by a leaf from a
superior’s local space, Check-Out operation, takes
place in the local memory.

According to the adopted deadlock detection
algorithm, the system maintains a wait-for-graphfor-nested-transactions, where all the waiting
relationships between the subtransactions are
presented. The system chooses the subtransaction
with the minimum number of locks to be aborted
to resolve a deadlock situation. It was found in
[6] that this victim selection criterion has the best
performance among other tested criteria. If a
deadlock is detected, it is resolved by aborting
certain number of leaves according to the classbased strategy. According to the two-phase
locking mechanism all the inferior leaves of an
aborted subtransaction are aborted. However,
according to the class-based strategy deadlock
resolution strategy in [6] unnecessary abortion of
leaves is avoided. The idea of this new strategy,
is to partition the leaves of each transaction tree
into distinct classes. Leaves in any two different
classes do not request items in common. In case
of a restart, only the inferior leaves that belong to
the class of the awaited item are aborted. While
other leaves continue their execution.

After accessing the granted item, the leaf is
assigned a CPU to process the item where the
service time is cpu_obj. When there is infinite
number of
processors, the leaf is directly
assigned a CPU and starts processing the item
without any queuing delay. Therefore, the effect
of data contention is isolated from resource
contention. When a leaf completes processing the
item, it is queued at the end of the concurrency
control queue to make its next request. This is
repeated until all its requested items are
processed. At this point if all the subtransactions
in the transaction tree completed their operations,
the root commits by writing the deferred updates
and then releases all the locked items. When a
transaction tree from a terminal commits, another
transaction tree is generated from the same
terminal after an exponentially distributed time
according to the rate 1/trans_ext_think_time.
However, if the raising of locks stops at an
uncommitted subtransaction, the waiting queues
of the raised items are checked for any request that
can be granted. If for any raised item there is not
any blocked request to be granted, the deadlock
detection procedure is invoked. If a deadlock is
found, it is resolved. This way the system is
capable of detecting deadlocks as early as they
occur. Table 2 below summarizes the parameters,
which were described in the simulation model.

The aborted leaves release all their items and are
restarted after a delay period uniformly distributed
between two simulation parameters, namely
min_restart_time and max_restart_time. The
reason behind the choice of a uniformly
distributed restart delay is to try to avoid, or at
least minimize, repeated deadlock cycles or live
lock situations. This problem is discussed in [18]
where the restart waiting solution was
implemented. According to this solution the
restart of the aborted transaction is delayed until
the conflicting transactions have left the system
[7, 17]. The aborted leaves request the same
originally items. In other words there are no fake
restarts [1]. As a result of aborting the victim
subtree a number of blocked subtransactions may
be granted required locks and proceed to the CPU
or to the disk queue. The detection of deadlocks
takes place if a subtransaction commits and none
of the leaves waiting for its locks are granted.

3.4 Experimental settings
There are two groups of experiments in this paper.
The purpose of the first group is to study the
performance effect of the number of leaves, while
the purpose of the second group is to investigate
the effect of the number of levels. The base
parameters in the two groups of experiments are
shown in Table 3. These values were chosen to
provide a moderate data and resource contention.
It should be noted that varying the transaction
size and the multiprogramming level values lead
to different workloads in the system. Note that
varying the number of leaves in transaction trees
may lead to different workloads if the leaves in

Now if a request is granted, and it was not
inherited from a superior, then the granted leaf
proceeds to the disk queue to access the granted
data item. However, if the lock was inherited
from a superior, then the leaf has to access the
item from the local space of the transaction tree in
5

each transaction tree are allowed to request
common items. For instance, suppose that the
transaction size is 8 and the number of leaves is
also 8 then there is a possibility that all the leaves
in the transaction tree request the same item. Of
course, there is also the possibility that the leaves
request totally different items. So, the actual size
of the whole transaction can be in the range from
1 to 8 database items. Thus, if the leaves in the
same transaction tree are allowed to request

Variable
num_terminals
mpl
io_obj
cpu_obj
db_size
trans_ext_think_time
leaf_ext_think_time
int_req_think_time
read_prob
trans_size
leaf_size
max_levels
min_levels
max_child_node
min_child_node
min_restart
max_restart

common items, the data contention workload may
not be equivalent. Therefore, leaves in a
transaction tree are not allowed to request
common items in the experiments in this section.
Consequently, the effect of varying the number of
leaves in the transaction tree on the performance
of nested transactions can be studied in isolation
from the values of the shaping parameters will be
specified in each experiment.

Definition
The number of terminals generating transactions
The multiprogramming level which is the maximum number of active
transactions trees allowed in the system
The service time for a single data object in disk server
The service time for a single data object in the CPU server
The size of the database which is the number of data items
The mean of the exponential inter-arrival time of transactions trees
The mean of the exponential inter-arrival time of leaves in one transaction tree
The mean of exponential inter-arrival time of requests by one leaf
The probability of read locks
The size of the transaction tree which is the number of data items requested by
a transaction tree
The size of a leaf subtransaction which is the number of data items requested
by the leaf
The maximum depth of a transaction tree
The minimum depth of a transaction tree
The maximum number of children for non-leaf subtransactions
The minimum number of children for non-leaf subtransactions
The minimum time elapsed before an aborted subtransaction is restarted
The maximum time elapsed before an aborted subtransaction is restarted
Table 2 The Simulation Parameters

The performance metrics measured are the average
transaction response time, the system throughput,
and the restart ratio. The average transaction
response time is the time elapsed from the
generation of a transaction tree from a terminal
until the commitment of the whole transaction
tree. The system throughput is the number of
committed transaction trees per time unit. The
restart ratio is the average number of times a
subtransaction in each transaction tree is rolled
back as a result of resolving a deadlock situation.
The main metric used in this paper is the response
time. The simulation program is written in the C
programming language and run on Silicon
Graphics Machines.

Parameter
Value
db_size
1000
io_obj
0.03
cpu_obj
0.01
read_prob
0.7
trans_size
16, 24
trans_ext_think_time
1
leaf_ext_think_time
1
int_req_think_time
0
num_terminals
70
max_mpl
10-60
Table 3 The base parameters
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transaction tree. Table 4 shows the leaf size
corresponding to different possible number of
leaves.

4 Performance Results
This section investigates effects of two
factors: the number of levels and the number of
leaves of the transaction tree. The results are
obtained for medium and large transaction sizes in
order to understand the performance effects of the
tree shape accurately. The shape of transaction
trees in each experiment is specified. This is
necessary to study the effect of each shape on the
performance of nested transactions. In the
following figures the transaction shape is
represented as x-y, where x represents the number
of levels and y represents the number of leaves.

Number of leaves
2
4
6
8
12

Leaf size
12
6
4
3
2

Table 4 The number of leaves and the
corresponding leaf size for transaction size 24

Different preliminary experiments were
conducted for each of the two sets of experiments
where leaves are submitted in parallel or at
different times. Similar performance patterns were
observed for the two cases. Therefore, it suffices
to show the results of the general case where the
leaves of each transaction tree enter the system at
different times. In other words, the interactive
scenario is adopted where the rate is not zero. In
general, the obtained results for the two
transaction sizes 16 and 24 show the same
performance trends. The results obtained for
transaction size 16 will only be shown if there is
a difference in the performance trends.

Response time results obtained for
transactions of one level are shown in Figure 2.
Note the difference in the relative performance of
different transaction shapes before and after mpl =
50. Before this multiprogramming level value,
any transaction shape outperforms other shapes
with lower number of leaves. At mpl = 60, the
response time of some transaction shapes become
worse than response time of other transaction
shapes having less number of leaves. For
instance, transactions with 12 leaves outperform
transactions with 6 leaves before mpl = 50 by
about 23% on average, but at mpl = 60
transactions with 6 leaves outperform transactions
with 12 leaves by about 10%. This can be
explained by considering the restart ratio results
in Figure 3.

4.1 Effect of number of leaves
The number of leaves in the transaction tree
is an important factor affecting the performance of
nested transactions. On one hand, the number of
leaves controls the amount of concurrent work.
On the other hand, the number of leaves in the
system is related to the frequency of deadlock
occurrences and hence to the rollback of
subtransactions. In this section, various
simulation experiments are performed to study
effects of the number of leaves on the performance
of nested transactions considering different
number of tree levels. The experiments consider
nested transactions of 1, 2 and 3 levels. Varying
the number of levels yields different numbers of
internal subtransactions. Recall that the only task
of internal subtransactions is to organize the
control flow and determine when to invoke
subtransactions. The number of leaves in a
transaction tree is varied at different number of
levels. Note that the leaf size is determined
according to the number of leaves in the

At high mpl values, the restart ratio of
transactions having 8 or 12 leaves increases
dramatically. The significant increase in the restart
ratio adversely affects the response time results.
Related to the number of leaves in nested
transactions, there are three factors that affect the
performance:
1. Increasing the number of leaves increases the
amount of concurrent work. This should
decrease the response time.
2. Increasing the number of leaves decreases the
leaf size, which in turn minimizes the effect
of restarts.
3. Increasing the number of leaves increases the
number
of
concurrent
independent
subtransaction requesting locks, which
increases the restart ratio and also the
response time for high workload contention.
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Trans. Size = 24, Levels = 1

Trans. size = 24 , Levels = 1
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14
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10
8
6
4
2
0
10

20

m pl
1-4
1-6

1-8
1-2

30

40

50

60

mpl
1-12

1-4
1-6

Figure 2 The effect of number of leaves,
levels=1, Transaction size =24. (response time)
The impact of the first two factors on the
performance of the system is opposite to the
impact of the third factor. As the number of
leaves is increased, the first two factors enhance
the performance of the system while the third
factor degrades it. The last factor has little effect
on the performance at low values of mpl, as
conflicts are rare anyway. At higher mpl,
however, the third factor does make an observable
difference in the results. Increasing the mpl
beyond a certain point with higher number of
leaves increases the restart ratio dramatically to
the extent that the response time is adversely
affected. This can be noted in the performance
results of transactions with 8 and 12 leaves. The
response time increases significantly beyond mpl
= 40 and becomes worse than the response time
of other transaction shapes with 4 or 6 leaves.

1-8
1-2

1-12

Figure 3 The effect of number of leaves,
levels=1, Transaction size =24. (restart ratio)
effects of increasing the number of leaves are not
significant on the performance of medium
transactions as the data contention is not high
enough. This can be noted in the response time
and restart ratio results shown in Figure 6 and
Figure 7, respectively, where the transaction size
is 16.
Figure 8 and Figure 9 respectively plot the
response time and the restart ratio results for
transactions of 2 levels. It can be noted that the
difference in the response time is not significant
between transaction shapes of 4 and 6 leaves and
between transaction shapes of 8 and 12 leaves.
Unlike transactions of 1 level, the response time
of transactions of 2 levels and 8 or 12 leaves
remains lower than the response time of
transactions of 4 or 6 leaves even at high mpl.
This can be explained by noting that the effect of
the high restart ratio on the response time is not
evident in the results of transactions of 2 levels
due to the existence of non-leaf subtransactions.
Indeed, increasing the number of leaves in
transactions of 2 levels decreases the restart ratio
at low mpl and increases the restart ratio with a
lower degree than for the 1-level case at high mpl.
The final result is that the response time always
decreases if the number of leaves is increased.
Similar results were observed for transactions of 3
levels.

Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the impact of
varying the number of leaves on the response
time and the restart ratio, respectively, for
different mpl values. Note that for the mpl=40 in
Figure 5 increasing the number of leaves decreases
the restart ratio, while for mpl=60, increasing the
number of leaves significantly increases the restart
ratio. This explains the relative performance
trends of the response time results change as the
number of leaves is increased beyond 6 as shown
in Figure 4 for mpl 40 and 60. The adverse
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Figure 4 The effect of number of leaves, levels
=1, Transactions size = 24, mpl = 40, 60.
(response time)

Figure 5 The effect of number of leaves, levels
=1, Transactions size = 24, mpl = 40, 60.
(restart ratio)

Trans. Size =16 , Levels = 1

Trans. Size =16, Levels = 1
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Figure 6 The effect of number of leaves,
levels=1, Transaction size =16. (response time)
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Figure 7 The effect of number of leaves,
levels=1, Transaction size =16. (restart ratio)
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Trans. Size = 24, Levels = 2

Trans. Size = 24 , Levels = 2
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Figure 8 The effect of number of leaves,
levels=2, Transaction size =24. (response time)

4.2 Effect of number of levels
Various simulation experiments are performed to
examine the effect of the number of levels on the
performance of nested transactions. Transactions
in each experiment have the same number of
leaves. The number of levels is varied according
to the number of leaves in each simulation
experiment. Table 5 illustrates the different values
of the number of levels considered for different
number of leaves for transaction size 24.
Figure 10 and Figure 11 plot the response
time for transactions of 4 and 6 leaves
respectively. The number of levels in these two
experiments is 1 and 2. Note that as the mpl is
increased the performance difference among
different transaction shapes becomes more
apparent. This is because transactions of 2 levels
have a larger number of internal subtransactions.
As the number of internal subtransactions is
increased, it takes longer time for the locks to be
raised to the ancestors and deadlock cycles are
detected. Therefore, the restart ratio and hence the
response time of transactions of 2 levels are
higher than the restart ratio and the response time
results of transactions of 1 level.
10

2-8
2-6

Figure 9 The effect of number of leaves,
levels=2, Transaction size =24. (restart ratio)

Number of leaves
4
6
8
12

Number of levels
1 and 2
1 and 2
1, 2, and 3
1, 2, 3, and 4

Table 5 The number of leaves and the
corresponding number of levels for
transactions size 24
Figure 12 and Figure 13 respectively plot
the response time and the restart ratio results for
transactions with 8 leaves. Note that as mpl is
increased, transactions of 1 and 2 levels start
providing much better performance than
transactions of 3 levels. For instance, at mpl = 60
the response time and the restart ratio for
transactions of 1 level are respectively 25% and
50% lower than for transactions of 3 levels.
Again, the degradation in the performance of
transactions of 3 levels is caused by the existence
of larger number of internal subtranasctions. The
existence of such subtransactions increases the
restart ratio, which in turn increases the response
time.

Trans. Size = 24, Leaves = 6

Trans. size = 24, Leaves = 4
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Figure 10 The effect of number of levels,
leaves=4, Transaction size = 24. (response time)
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Figure 11 The effect of number of levels,
leaves=6, Transaction size = 24. (response time)

Trans. Size = 24, Leaves = 8

Trans. Size = 24 , Leaves = 8
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Figure 12 The effect of number of levels,
leaves=8, Transaction size = 24. (response time)
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Figure 13 The effect of number of levels,
leaves=8, Transaction size = 24. (restart ratio)
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Figure 14 The effect of number of levels,
leaves=12, Transaction size=24. (response time)

Figure 15 The effect of number of levels,
leaves=12, Transaction size=24. (restart ratio)

The response time and the restart ratio
results for transactions of 12 leaves are plotted in
Figure 14 and Figure 15, respectively. It can be
noted that as the mpl is increased beyond 40, the
performance difference between transactions of
different number of levels becomes less
significant, till there is no difference at all at the
highest mpl. The restart ratio for the different
levels is almost the same for any number of levels
and any mpl value (see Figure 15). Indeed, the
effect of number of levels on the performance of
transactions of 12 leaves (a larger number) is not
significant.

leaf arrival time, with or without common items.
However, at high data contention levels and large
transaction sizes, increasing the number of leaves
beyond a certain limit may cause performance
degradation. This is due to the significant increase
in the restart ratio caused by increasing the
number of leaves.
It was also shown that increasing the number of
levels of nested transactions degrades the system
performance for nested transactions of small
number of leaves. The effect of the number of
levels on the performance of nested transactions of
large number of leaves is insignificant, especially
at high mutli-programming levels.

5 Conclusions
This paper introduced a comprehensive simulation
model for studying the performance of nested
transactions in database systems. The model was
used to investigate the performance effects of two
main factors on a system with nested transactions:
the number of levels and the number of leaves of
the transaction tree.
It was shown that, in general, increasing the
number of leaves improves the performance of the
system. This was observed for any number of
levels, transaction size, data contention level and
12
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